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Ib history ia sample questions

Note that these are just examples. They come from a variety of sources. The fact that they are listed here does not confirm the questions in any way. These have been posted to provide you with a single idea and should be used as a starting point to shape your question. Talk to your teacher to confirm your question. Some comments
have been added to some questions/topics. This fair assessment of Spain between 1848 and 1914? said Mao's swim on the other side of the Jiangte River inspired mao's renewed sect and presented a picture of Mao as a leader for the new revolutionary generation. (Rephrase as a question and make sure there's an element of debate,
something with a scope for analysis) Napoleon I's domestic policys successfully reformed and modernized France. To what extent do you agree with that? (Rephrase, this is not a research question but an essay statement) Study of the Corps of Women's Army during World War II (the only subject)is a study of why america was involved in
Vietnam. (Tightening, too broad, and it's too narrative, it doesn't invite analysis) counts nazi Germany's successes in Europe between 1938 and 1942. (Rephrase so that it has become a question of inquiry) Although the night of long knives was marked by the Nazis as Hitler was doing a courageous act that saved the German Volk from
civil war, his motivation was more than a desire to eliminate threats to his superiority within the party and earn army loyalty. (Summarize and should put it as a question) Review of Greenham Common Peace Protesters (re-stating as a detailed question) examining the importance of British politics in response to the Jack the Ripper cases
of the 1880s. (Re-stating as a detailed question) investigating the Tiananmen Square incident in 1989. (Just subject matter, not an investigative question) researching Tiananmen Square is a discussion about popular heroes in the Western media and Deng Xiaoping martyrs. (Just subject, it will change to a research question) an oral
history study on the role of women living in post-World War II Britain. (Not yet a fully developed question) analysis of the development and importance of the trade union movement in a European country in the 19th century. (Includes an element of discussion or a point to make. also, the need for its phrase as a question)Analysis of the
main factors, which helped hitler come to power in January 1933. (includes an element of discussion or a point to make. also, the need for the phrase to take it as a question) analyzes the reasons, and nature, opposition to takardum in Russia between 1855 and 1894. (includes an element of discussion or a point to make. also, the need
for the phrase to take it as a question) assess the impact of either Marxism or nalism on In the second half of the 19th century. (Includes an element of discussion or a point. (Includes an element of discussion or a point. Cinema as history: Sir Richard Attenborough's Gandhi (subject only) compares and contrasts the part that Lenin and
Trotsky played in the development of the USSR between 1918 and 1924. Compare and contrast parts played in the Cold War by two of the following: Khrushchev; Brezhnev; Gorbachev. (Too broadly) did Ronald Reagan's Star Wars initiative play a vital role in the collapse of the Soviet Union? (It' s: to what extent....) Did Otrid Bilsky
experience the same internal and external conflicts depicted in the film Defiance? Did the Soviet Union collect missiles in Cuba in 1962 only to protect Cuba from invasion? (Consider the use of to what extent) does oral testimony prove the view that life in East Germany got worse in the wake of the fall of Nazism? Evaluation of Mussolini's
internal policies between 1922 and 1939. (Perhaps it's best to focus on one of the 'battles' (Lyra, Seed, Birth) and evaluate it.  (Includes an element of discussion or a point. (The timeframe is too large, and narrowing the impact on a certain aspect of a country/economy/community sector) for what reasons and with what results did
communist regimes in Eastern Europe (with the exception of the USSR) (1989-90) fall? (This is an article statement; turn it into an IA research question that invites discussion and analysis) For what reasons and with what results, did Deseraly play an important role in British politics between 1846 and 1880? How much can the Battle of
Theotoburg Forest be rebuilt through archaeological fieldwork? How and why did the stormy accounts of the Winter Palace differ in october 1917 in the October film and in the book People's Tragedy: The Russian Revolution of 1891 to 1924? How and why were the Reports of the American Newspaper The New York Times and the British
Times in their reports of the Soviet and US governments during the Cuban missile crisis? How did the admiration of Italian Baroque architecture and ancient mythology be reflected in the design and construction of the Palace of Versailles? How did the newspaper reports on Kennedy's death differ and how reliable were they? How the
Falklands/Malvinas war cover was different in the English and Press? How were the experiences of British WTO veterans serving in Europe compared to those of the Pacific? How did Geisha's lifestyle change during the Meiji era? How effective was the Marshall Plan in rebuilding Europe? (Tighten up, maybe choose a country and add a
timeframe, or choose an element of the economy or society.) To what extent were Republican divisions (perhaps specify which one?) were responsible for their loss in the Spanish Civil War? How accurate is it to portray Saladin in Nasser Salahuddin's film, Al (1963)? How remarkable was Fidel Castro's role in the Cuban missile crisis of
1962? How successful was the Vienna Congress in achieving peace and stability in Europe between 1815 and 1848? How successful were the Soviet five-year plans? (All of them? How successfully did Hitler promote the family's cause in the Third Reich? (Hard to find sources to say otherwise) How useful is George Gross's art for the
German historian Weimar? How, when and why was the church/mosque/temple [name] built and what can be learned from the town [name] in a defined period? What ways did Chinese communists use the traditional art form of opera to promote their ideology during the Cultural Revolution? How did the guild system affect Norich's
development? What ways did the New Deal Farm Security Administration use photography as advertising to support its programs? (Is there enough scope for critical analysis in a question like this? Consider Rephrasing)How did Navigator's artwork inspire Portuguese exploration? In what respects, and for what reasons, the period 1815-
1866 was one of the changes for Austria? In what respects and to what extent were germany and Austria's policies responsible for the outbreak of World War I? Kent State: Was it the turning point of the Vietnam War? Germany occupied the Channel Islands during World War II. (Just the matter) what expansion was the involvement in the
U.S. government and the CIA responsible for the downing of Salvador Allende? To what extent can Nixon's Vietnamese policy be considered a success? To what extent did collective security fall victim to economic problems in the years between wars? To what extent did David Lew's cartoons accurately reflect public opinion in Britain in
the years before World War II? (Hard to find evidence on a topic like this, do you check what resources are available to you?) To what extent did divisions in Spain and in Spanish society cause the Spanish Civil War? To what extent did Louis XVI's execution contribute to the assassination in France 1793? To what extent were the
experiences of Vietnam veterans in Tulsa, Oklahoma mirroring the American people's general understanding of the war? How far Berlin siege and airlift overshadow negative results of Western powers? The film charged the Light Brigade and the book of accusations: To what extent does the real reason for the light brigade's
disappearance come to terms with the allocation of blame for the lack of charge of the Light Brigade? To what extent does Amadeus's film accurately depict the final illness and death of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart? (Not enough scope to evaluate/analyze?) To what extent did I shoot Andy Warhol honestly depicting the events of the Andy
Warhol shooting on June 3, 1968? How accurate is the 2004 film Finding Neverland on its account of GM Bari's life? To what extent were the demands of the revolutionaries in France met between 1789 and 1794? To what extent was the 1980 Moscow Olympics affected by Cold War tensions? (A little broad, what aspects of the
Olympics?) Will's Victory: Art, Advertising or Documentary? (Good subject, but need to create clearly what constitutes art, propaganda and documentary) victim or rapist: examining Germany's motives in 1914. (Just the title, the need for a question) Was Hitler's euthanasia policy distinctly Nazi? (Further development) Was the Berlin Wall
simply built to deny freedom for East Germany under Soviet rule or was it serving more purpose? (What does the greater purpose mean, more specifically) was crossing the Ludding Bridge in May 1935 a major communist victory against extraordinary odds, or a minor snunt that the Chinese Communist Party had exaggerated for
propaganda purposes? What was the cause of the Rwandan genocide? What were the causes of the 1776 Boston massacre? What was Genghis Khan's help in power? What were the real motives of the different views held by Churchill and Chamberlain during the years before World War II? What do you mean, real motives? How does
anyone determine this? What were the reasons for the Bombing of Dresden in World War II by the Allies and were they justified in destroying the city? What were the social, economic and political effects of setting up Sputnik on america and the USSR at that point since the Cold War?  (Try to include an element of debate, this can also be
too broad and too fragmented, too many points to describe, keep it slim) Who came out on top of the Cuban missile crisis? Why did Nicholas II survive the 1905 revolution, but lost his throne in the February/March 1917 revolution? (This is the former IBA test question) Why did the special operations executive send help to Tito's communist
partisans? (To make that term different commandments more analytical) Why was Charlman crowned emperor by the Pope in the 800s? (This question can To respond to the narrative, consider rephrasing to add an element of debate)Why was Margaret Sanger a successful public defender for birth control in the United States? (This
question can lead to narrative answers, taking rephrasing to add an element of debate) Why was thomas Aquinas's soma insult in the medieval church important? (Again, it could have become a simple explanation of why it mattered. (Could possibly lead to a narrator's answer) Some more:Disclaimer again: some of these questions/topics
are great, others may be problematic. These questions are only here to present ideas. The fact that these questions are listed here does not confirm the questions in any way. You need to talk to your teacher about your ideas. Did education reform successfully achieve Mao's goals in the Cultural Revolution? Discuss the reasons why
young people were eager to adopt the violence of the Red Guards during the Great Proletariat's Cultural Revolution.How accurate is the description of the Battle of Midway as the turning point of the Pacific War? How did Britain justify Sujoy's policy? How remarkable was Joan Clarke and Mayvis Lever's contribution to codebreaking at
Bletchley Park bringing World War 2 to an end? How successful was Mao's reforms in changing the role of women in Chinese society? From the Soviet government's point of view, how successful was their Hojom campaign to unveil Muslim women in Uzbekistan? How useful is the October Eisenstein film as a source for historians
studying the Russian Revolution? In what respects and to what extent was terror a means of control for Lenin because he consolidated his rule? In what respects and for what reasons was a failed organization? Is Alexander II's title justified as the 'tsar-liberator' in relation to the release of Serfs (1861)? To what extent did Heinrich
Brunning's austerity policies contribute to the conditions that enabled the Rise of the Nazi Party to what extent can Chiang Kai-shik's domestic policies be labeled as fascists during the Nanjing decade? To what extent can Nazi foreign policy be considered deliberate between January 30, 1933 and September 1, 1939? To what extent can
Russia's mobility be seen as the main cause of World War I? To what extent can Spire be responsible for the increase in German arms production between 1942 and 1944? To what extent can the Korean War be considered a product of Cold War hostilities? To what extent did Adolf Hitler aim for global domination than to control Europe
between 1925 and 1941? How far he did. The danger of European war in order to extend your empire to the Balkans? To what extent did Eleanor Roosevelt influence women's participation in politics during the legislation of the New Deal (1933-1938)? To what extent had Franklin D. Roosevelt abandoned isolationism before the bombing
of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941? To what extent did Germany's tactical errors affect the outcome of the Battle of Stalingrad? To what extent have Japan's military, economic and political factors played a role in the creation of the Marco Polo Bridge incident in July 1937? How much did Milosevic's trip to Kosovo Polje in April 1987
help power? To what extent did Qing's internal conflict provide the conditions for the boxer's rebellion? To what extent did steel production during glf affect china's economy? How much did the status of women improve in China between 1911 and 1950? To what extent did the defeat of Tsar Nicholas II's leadership contribute to the 1905
Russian revolution? To what extent did Tsar Nicola II influence Tsar Nicolas II during 1915-1917? To what extent did the weather limit the effectiveness of Germany's Blitzkig strategy in the Moscow battle? To what extent should Mao be responsible for china's Great Famine (1959-1961)? How effective was reforming the Ataturk language
in modernizing Turkey? To what extent was Bismarckian diplomacy more important than the Zolverines in German reunification in Prussian times? To what extent was Germany's reunification at the time of Pruss arising from Bismarck diplomacy? To what extent was Leon Trotsky necessary to seize Bolshevik power during the October
Revolution of 1917? How far did Mao really seek criticism at launching the 100-goal campaign? To what extent was Mao's desire for political control a key factor that influenced his decision to create the Cultural Revolution? To what extent nationalism was the cause of German reunification in 1871? How far was Spain a fascist state during
1933-75? To what extent was the Absin crisis a key factor in the collapse of collective security? To what extent was the administration of the mandate of internationalization or accession? To what extent was serf an economic success and profit to the serfs? To what extent was the fall of the escalation regime in Russia caused by the
Tsar's own incompetence? How much did the rise of antisemitism in Berlin decrease with the 1936 Summer Olympics? To what extent was the Kronstadt rebellion a call for democracy in Russia? To what extent was NSDAP a Mitland party? How much was american diplomatic mediation between communists and nationalists
compromised from the beginning during the Dixie mission (1944-1945)? To what extent was WWE responsible for the Russian Revolution of 1917? To To some extent was Mao's initial intention of campaigning 100 goals to improve the communist government? To what extent were the goals and policies of the social market economy
(China) influenced by the new (Soviet) economic policy? Was Rosa Parks a true leader or an unintentional activist considering boycotting the Montgomery bus? Was russia's October 1917 revolution a mass revolt or a coup? Was Truman's decision to drop the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki justified in 1945 as a means of saving
American lives? Were internal or external factors more effective in the formation of CCP? What effects did domestic resistance to Nazi Germany have on the regime's domestic policy and public perception? What were britain's key reasons for declaring the creation of a Jewish homeland inside Palestine in 1917? Others, both topics and
possible questions: disclaimer again: some of these questions/topics are great, others may be problematic. These questions are only here to present ideas. The fact that these questions are listed here does not confirm the questions in any way. You need to talk to your teacher about your ideas.   On the other side of the Jiangte River,
Mao's source inspired the renewed Mao sect and presented a picture of Mao as a leader for the new revolutionary generation. The Study of the Women's Army Corps during World War II (the only subject) was a study of why america became involved in Vietnam. (Subject only, too broadly, required as a phrase question) Although the night
of long knives by the Nazis was marked as Hitler taking a courageous act that saved the German Volk from civil war, his motivation was more than a desire to eliminate threats to his superiority within the party and earn the loyalty of the military. (Just the manifesto, the need to recount as a question) examines Greenham's joint peace
protesters' review of the importance of British politics in response to the Jack the Ripper cases of the 1880s. The investigation into the Tiananmen Square incident in 1989.An Tiananmen Square investigation is discussing popular heroes in the Western media and Deng Xiaoping martyrs. An oral history study on the role of women living in
post-World War II Britain.Cinema as history: Gandhi dei Sir Richard Attenborough Othriead Bilsky experiences the same internal and external conflicts depicted in the film Defiance? Did the Soviet Union collect missiles in Cuba in 1962 only to protect Cuba from invasion? Does oral testimony prove the view that life in East Germany got
worse in the wake of the fall of Nazism? How and why did the stormy accounts of the Winter Palace differ in october 1917 in the October film and in the book People's Tragedy: The Russian Revolution of 1891 to 1924? How and Why American Newspaper Reports The New York Times and The Times differs in its reports from the Soviet
and US governments during the Cuban missile crisis? How did the admiration of Italian Baroque architecture and ancient mythology be reflected in the design and construction of the Palace of Versailles? How did the newspaper reports on Kennedy's death differ and how reliable were they? How effective was the Marshall Plan in
rebuilding Europe? To what extent were republican divisions responsible for their loss in the Spanish Civil War? How remarkable was Fidel Castro's role in the Cuban missile crisis of 1962? How successful were the Soviet five-year plans? How successfully did Hitler promote the family's cause in the Third Reich? How useful is George
Gross's art for the German historian Weimar? How, when and why was the church/mosque/temple [name] built and what can be learned from the town [name] in a defined period? Kent State: Was it the turning point of the Vietnam War? What was the expansion of interference in the U.II.To S. government and the CIA responsible for the
downing of Salvador Allende? To what extent can Nixon's Vietnamese policy be considered a success? To what extent did David Lew's cartoons accurately reflect public opinion in Britain in the years before World War II?How much did Louis XVI's execution contribute to the assassination in France of 1793? To what extent did the
successes of the Berlin-Airlift siege overshadow the negative outcomes of Western powers? The film charged the Light Brigade and the book of accusations: To what extent does the real reason for the disappearance of the Light Brigade agree on the allocation of blame for the lack of charge of the Light Brigade? To what extent does
Amadeus's film accurately depict the final illness and death of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart? To what extent did I shoot Andy Warhol honestly depicting the events of the Andy Warhol shooting on June 3, 1968? How accurate is the 2004 film Finding Neverland on its account of GM Bari's life? Will's Victory: Art, Advertising or Documentary?
Victim or rapist: Examining Germany's motives in 1914. Was the Berlin Wall simply built to deny freedom for East Germany under Soviet rule or was it serving more purpose? Was crossing the Luding Bridge in May 1935 a major communist victory against extraordinary odds, or a minor wtw that the Chinese Communist Party had
exaggerated for propaganda purposes? What was the cause of the Rwandan genocide? What were the causes of the 1776 Boston massacre? What were the real motives for the different views held by Churchill and Chamberlain during the years before World War II?What were the reasons for the Allies bombing in Dresden World war and
were they justified in destroying this city? What were the social, economic and political effects of setting up Sputnik on america and the USSR at that point since the Cold War? Who came out on top of the Cuban missile crisis? Why did the special operations executive send help to Tito's communist partisans? Why was Margaret Sanger a
successful public defender for birth control in the United States? Some more possible questions:Disclaimer again: Some of these questions/topics are great, others may be problematic. These questions are only here to present ideas. The fact that these questions are listed here does not confirm the questions in any way. You need to talk
to your teacher about your ideas.  An investigation into German social history: Was Nazi ideology pro-or anti-women? Did the gathering succeed under Stalin? Did Mao maintain control over the Red Guards during the 1966-1968 Cultural Revolution? Did Mao remain loyal to the role of the masses during his time as revolutionary and
leader of China during the period 1936-1966? Do Joseph Stalin's prolifics in maintaining supreme personal authority over the Soviet Union extend beyond nicolo Machiavelli's old autocratic ruler, the Prince? How and why did Mao use China's visual arts during the Chinese Cultural Revolution of 1966? How vital was the long march to the
CCP/Red Army and their victory in china's civil war? How did people believe in witchcraft in the 15th century, and thus what led to the dissemination of Malus Malficarum and the European witch hunt? How did primary, secondary and higher education in Nazi-era Germany from 1933 to 1938 lead to the acceptance of Nazi anti-Semitism by
Young Germans? How did the knife in the back help defeat the Weimar Republic? How did Tsar Nicholas II's actions contribute to the February revolution? How do the failures of kerensky's interim government affect the political engagement of the Russian population from July to November 1917? How did the German economic situation
help Hitler's power? How did the influence of the Sans Kolats change during the French Revolution of 1789 to 1795? How effective was Germany's foreign policy in dealing with the first and second Balkans crisis? How necessary were cultural misunderstandings in creating hostility between Aboriginal Australians and European immigrants
in the early 19th century, after an early period of peace after the arrival of Britain in 1788? How important was the 1923 superinvum in weakening the Weimar Republic? How important was the Air Berlin flight in the Cold War? How important was france's resistance to the successful Normandy landing operation on June 6, 1944? How
important was the role played by Parisian sans-culottes on From The Assassination of Jacobin? How important was WWE for the outbreak of the Russian Revolution? How important was the signing of the Treaty of Versailles in the fall of the Weimar Republic? How influential was Stalin in shaping his cult of personality? How effective was
U.S. foreign policy in bringing McCarthyism and the American public's fear of communism? How remarkable was the Rousseau-Japan war as a cause for russia's 1905 revolution? How successful was the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa? In what respects and with what success did the Nazi Party use france's
occupation of the Rohr? To what extent would Austria risk the European war to expand its empires into the Balkans? To what extent did Mao control beijing's Red Guards between 1966 and 1968? To what extent did Qing's internal conflict provide the conditions for the boxer's rebellion? To what extent did Stalin's portrayal of her
relationship with Lenin help her control over the Bolshevik Party and the USSR people? To what extent did the Cultural Revolution modernize Chinese opera on political and social themes? To what extent did the failure of international relations in the Manchuria crisis contribute to the success of the Chinese Communist Party in 1949? To
what extent did the Kennedy family and their political colleagues help build the legacy of JFK after his death? To what extent did the Nazis try to hide the existence of ex-camps, and how unaware did the German population go? To what extent did the Rohr crisis have a negative impact on Angelo-France relations? To what extent did the
Weimar Republic cause excessive inflation in 1923 to strengthen its government? To what extent did the young plan lead to Adolf Hitler's power? To what extent did World War II increase the standing of American women in the workforce? To what extent is Herman Goering's denial of responsibility and awareness of the Holocaust
acceptable in the Nuremberg courts? How effective was reforming the Ataturk language in modernizing Turkey? To what extent was Hitler in power because of the economic crisis caused by the Great Depression? How much was it necessary to use a nuclear weapon on Japan at the end of Debaltseve? To what extent was Leon Trotsky a
key figure in the founding of the successful Bolshevik regime, from 1917 to 1920? To what extent was Lin Biao guilty of his fall from pro-power, which led to his subsequent death on September 13, 1971? How successful was Stalin's first five-year plan? To what extent was the Battle of Moscow (1941) a turning point in Operation
Barbarosa? To what extent did the Bolshevik repression of the Kronstadt insurgency mark a turning point for the Bolshevik regime? How far was Australian colonialism from 1788 to 1840 Are the British considered legal and correct? To what extent was the announcement of salvation motivated by military and political strategy versus
lexical sentiment? To what extent was the glorious revolution of 1688 a real revolution? To what extent was the new marriage law successfully implemented in the People's Republic of China? How far was the October Revolution due to the failures of the provisional government? How effective was the use of Soyong music in Nazi
propaganda? To what extent was the 1936 Olympics a vehicle for Nazi propaganda? To what extent were atomic bombs necessary on Nagasaki and Hiroshima to surrender Japan to the end of World War II in 1945? To what extent were the children of Hitler youth indoctrination of the values and beliefs taught to them at the school level?
Was the downing of Chilean President Salvador Allende a case of internal discontent or was U.S. involvement responsible? Was Otto von Bismarck or socialism responsible for the Social Welfare Act of the 1880s in Imperial Germany? Was Rosa Parks a true leader or an unintentional activist considering boycotting the Montgomery bus?
Was the '100 Flower Campaign' an attempt at real liberation in China, or was it a deliberate attempt to uncover the regime's critics? Was the Holocaust designed or simply an extension of propaganda and anti-Semitic policies? Was japan's invasion of Manchuria in 1931 a means of recovering from a short-term economic crisis, or part of a
long-term plan for developmentism? What caused the Americans to use atomic bombs on Nagasaki and Hiroshima, and were the bombings necessary? What motivated the great purge in the Soviet Union from 1936 to 1938? What problems did warren's commission face while working with the FBI during evidence collection, and how does
this affect the Warren Commission's final report? What was Germany's main motive for issuing blank cheques in July 1914? What was the nature and impact of youth resistance in the Third Reich? What were Mao's motives behind the 1957 100 Goals campaign? What were Mao's motives for the 1956-57 'Hundred Flower Blossom'
campaign? What were the causes of unhappiness about the terms of the Treaty of Versailles? Why did John F. Kennedy come out as the winner of the Cuban missile crisis in October 1962? 1962?
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